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Abstract
Language comprehension or more formally, natural language understanding is one of the major
undertakings in Artificial Intelligence. In this work, we explore a few of the problems in language
understanding using fixed deep learning models. Specifically, first, we look into question generation. Asking questions relates to the cognitive ability of language comprehension and context
understanding. For that reason, making progress in question generation is significant. We introduce a novel task called “question generation with masked target answer” and propose various
models and present the baseline result for the task. Next, we extend on the question generation
task and develop a large-scale dataset for our task and for question generation in general. Next, we
explore the problem of paraphrase identification, in which the task is to decide whether a pair of
sentences is a paraphrase of each other. We present various machine learning models and discuss
their performance. Moving on from the fixed architecture of deep learning models, we then explore
the area of neuroevolution where the models constantly change based on some evolutionary operators and learn until an optimal architecture is found. This direction promises to create a more
general form of intelligence. In particular, we formulate a recombination algorithm called Highest
Varying k-Features Recombination(HVk-FR) and use it on top of various mutation operators to
evolve the models. We show how our proposed algorithm can actually go in the direction of optimal
network structure starting from a basic one-layer deep network.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Language comprehension, or natural language understanding is one of the major challenges in terms
of making machines intelligent. However, there are uncountable individual tasks to be solved in
the domain. The model that does well on a specific task hardly generalizes beyond that task. This
way of solving the problem of intelligence one task at a time may serve well for the short run but
there is little evidence to suggest it leads to the general intelligence. Through this work, we first
concentrate on some problems of language understanding and then explore into an area which,
rather than solving a particular problem, concentrates on knowing to solve any problem through
automatic network architecture search.

1.1

Background on NLP

Natural Language Processing (NLP) has progressed immensely in recent years beyond the
traditional Hidden Markov Models (HMM), Conditional Random Fields (CRF), clustering k-nearest
neighbors, naive bayes, decision trees, and the likes of machine learning models. These statistical
approaches were preceded by symbolic rule-based approaches, with ELIZA being one of the most
popular NLP systems of the latter approach. Since the advent of statistical learning approaches,
the field started tackling most of the individual tasks in NLP by trying to solve fundamental
problems that are common to all the tasks. The modern systems capable of processing natural
language tasks, should inherently understand the transition and associations among the naturally
occurring words in a sentence (language modeling). The system must identify the correct Parts of
Speech (POS), process the words morphologically, parse the given sentences, and understand the
semantics including figuring out the meaning of words, phrases and other higher components as
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well as disambiguating the words. The progress in these tasks then coincides with the application
level tasks such as topic modeling, information extraction, text translation, sentiment analysis,
automatic summarization, classification and clustering of documents, question answering, text to
speech, and speech recognition.
The field of NLP then gradually evolved into three disjoint sub-fields: natural language understanding, natural language generation, and speech recognition. As the performance of the statistical models on these sub-fields began to saturate, a new breed of modeling techniques has emerged
known as neural processing. Neural processing essentially involves the use of some form of neural
network based model to process and make sense of the natural language. Deep learning, which is
the current state of the neural processing techniques, has supplanted most of the previously used
statistical machine learning models for NLP.
The increase in the computational power dictated by Moore’s law, the breakthrough in the
parallelization of computation through the graphical processing units, and the availability of large
scale data have enabled the deep learning based approach, not only in NLP, but, the entire field of
Artificial Intelligence. Recently, a new trend has emerged in which the fundamental tasks in NLP
mentioned above are fused together with the application level tasks and the system is trained in
the end-to-end fashion. In this approach, syntactic and semantic processing tasks are considered
as some intermediate steps of a model that is trying to learn some applied tasks like translation,
or summarization. The assumption here is, while learning is the end objective, the model learns
about the associations of the word level and the phrase level structures and the semantics on itself.
Hence, most of the research on NLP these days concentrate on the end-to-end neural learning
system. [CWB+ 11],[Gol17],[LZ18] are just some of the representative works on natural language
processing using neural techniques.
The rise of neural processing techniques on natural language can be attributed to a couple
of findings: natural language loosely relates to time series and a special type of neural network
called recurrent neural network(RNN)[RHW85], which was successfully implemented to process
such time-based series. Since, subsequent words of a naturally occurring sentence are somewhat
determined by its preceding context, an RNN can produce a representation of words taking their
preceding context into consideration. We will expand on these network architectures in Chapter 1.
Subsequently, the Long Short Term Memory(LSTM)[HS97] network was invented which addressed
the long term dependency and the vanishing gradient issue from the RNN. Using LSTM networks,
we are now able to build structurally complex models that are capable of achieving high accuracy
2

on almost all of the natural language tasks.
Most of the tasks in natural language understanding like sentiment analysis, paraphrase identification are some form of classification tasks for which we have seen great progress using LSTM based
neural models. However, the tasks in natural language generation, like document summarization,
question generation, language translation were still lagging in terms of performance. Then with
the introduction of encoder-decoder based LSTM model and the attention mechanism[BCB14], the
generative language tasks started catching up. The attention mechanism initially was introduced
for the task of translation but soon found its way into most of the language generation tasks. The
LSTM networks worked well for the tasks dealing with short sentences, however, for tasks like document summarization and question answering which take long sentences as input, they suffered with
the problem of scalability and long term context retention. Since recurrent networks like LSTM
are sequential in nature, the hidden state computation could not be parallelized, which made the
network training slower overall. To address these problems, a novel version of encoder-decoder
based model was proposed by Vaswani et al.[VSP+ 17] which uses a self-attention mechanism to
generate the input representation.
This work first delves on a family of problems in natural language understanding called sentence pair modeling. A significant portion of this dissertation deals with the problem of question
generation, the current state of the art, and some novel contributions. Then it talks about the
problem of paraphrase identification.
Sentence pair modeling is one of the most challenging yet applicable problems in natural
language processing. Essentially, sentence pair modeling tries to come up with an appropriate intermediate representation of a pair of text to solve a variety of problems ranging from paraphrase
identification, natural language inference, to semantic textual similarity. These problems are generally tackled in a discriminative framework, meaning the output space of these problems is discrete
(most of the times, binary). For example, paraphrase identification problem deals with representing
the pair of text in some intermediate space and deciding whether the pair are paraphrases of each
other. In each of the other problems mentioned, the approach remains the same while the objective
differs. Hence, the task is to build a model that, for a given pair of sentences, will discriminate
between the sentences to achieve its distinct objective.
In the context of our work, however, we argue that sentence pair modeling may contain the
generative tasks where we are given a sentence, and the task is to come up with another sentence
as a result. Some of these tasks are question answering, question generation, and paraphrasing.
3

In each of these problems, the model takes a sentence as input and outputs another sentence that
represents the solution to the problem. Hence, in our work of sentence pair modeling, we plan to
work with both discriminative and generative tasks. The modeling of a sentence pair, whether in
a discriminative or in a generative scenario, is a challenging problem due to the lack of context
provided by the short input sentences. This lack of context makes semantic equivalence or inference
very difficult.

1.2

Glimpse of the upcoming chapters

Chapter 2 provides the in-depth background of the various techniques including statistical and neural models and their theoretical aspects, as used in natural language understanding and generation.
In particular, the techniques like neural embedding are discussed. Then, the workings of recurrent
neural networks, its variant in LSTM network, encoder-decoder based LSTM network, attention
mechanism, and the transformer architecture will be discussed in detail.
In Chapter 3, the problem of question generation with a masked target answer is introduced.
It is a novel variation of the question generation problem. In this chapter, first we discuss the
motivation behind introducing this novel tasks and its application. Through this chapter, it is
argued how the proposed task relates more closely to the language comprehension capability of
humans and how solving this task makes AI more useful. We conduct several experiments with the
proposed models and present the result.
In Chapter 4, we extend the work of Chapter 3 and develop one of the conclusions into more
concrete form. Specifically, we develop a large scale dataset primarily targeted for the problem of
question generation with a masked target answer, which can be generalized for any other tasks of
question generation. This chapter discusses the need of a new dataset and also goes into a detailed
process of the dataset creation. Then we present a baseline model trained with the developed
dataset, which can serve as a benchmark for other future models. Chapter 5 discusses another
problem in natural language understanding called, “paraphrase identification”. We formulate and
review the task, experiment with various machine learning models and present the result. In
Chapter 6, we explore the area of neuroevolution, where we move away from the fixed network
architecture and propose a series of operations inspired from natural evolution to evolve the deep
convolutional networks.
Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the work presented in this document, discusses its contribution
and speculates some ideas that can serve as a road map for future works in this domain.
4

Chapter 2
Background
In Chapter 1, we presented a brief overview of natural language processing and its development
over time. We then introduced the research problem that we will be trying to solve throughout
our work. This chapter will serve as a preliminary for all the chapters to follow. There are some
key concepts, models, and techniques that are used in the modern field of NLP. In general, while
discussing research problems, such tools and techniques are mentioned without detailed information.
As dynamic as the field of NLP is, they are ubiquitous currently, and a fairly detailed discussion of
such techniques certainly helps. Here, we discuss such key concepts, which are a part of any NLP
projects in one way or another. Particularly, we discuss neural embedding, recurrent networks,
encoder-decoder architecture, transformer architecture, and the likes. We believe a good review of
these concepts helps the readability and completeness of this work.

2.1

Vector Embedding

For a field like natural language processing, where the inputs are in the textual form, we need a way
to represent such data in some vector form. Such vectors should represent the data point uniquely
while capturing the features from the data in some way. We discuss two of such vector embedding
techniques next.

2.1.1

One-Hot Encoding

The simplest form of data representation is one-hot encoding which captures data points as a
zero (absence) or one (presence) vector. Let’s take a following illustration that shows how one hot
encoding works to represent three data points:

5

p1=“A Game of Thrones”
p2=“A Clash of Kings”
p3=“War and Peace”
A one-hot encoding for this example looks like:
p1 = [1, 0, 0]
p2 = [0, 1, 0]
p3 = [0, 0, 1]
Here each data point serves as one of the dimensions of the vector in a 3-dimensional vector
space. Let p denotes the input in a matrix form:


1 0 0




p = 0 1 0


0 0 1
where each row is a single data point.
One measure of similarity between vectors is the dot product. We can observe that the dot
product between these three vectors is 0.0.
This shows that the data point p1 is not closer to the data point p2 than it is to p3. However,
our intuition expects some similarity between p1 and p2 as these two books are written by the same
author.
Hence, this simple way of representing data points creates some difficulties including:
• The dimension of input vector in embedding space depends upon the number of input data
points. As the number of inputs grows, the dimension of the input vector grows.
• This representation does not provide any correlation among the input data points.
A natural extension to this representation is Bag of Words which goes beyond the presence or
absence of data points as is dine in one-hot encoding.

2.1.2

Bag-of-Words Embedding

One hot encoding creates embedding vectors with each dimension representing the presence or
absence of a data point. It does not consider the features of a particular data. In our illustration
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of one hot encoding, p1 vector does not encode any information from the original text “A game
of thrones”. Hence, it is not very informative. In contrast to that, bag-of-words (BoW) is an
embedding mechanism that tries to extract textual features from the given data point. While one
hot encoding can be applied to any types of categorical data, BoW embedding is mainly used for
textual data. As the name suggests, it is a way of representing text by describing the occurrence
of each word in a data without regarding the order of such occurrences. BoW works by:
• Maintaining a vocabulary of known words.
• Representing each data point by measuring the occurrence of known words in that particular
data point.
Let us consider the following three documents:
d1 =“It happened summer last year.”
d2 =“Last summer was very hot.”
d3 =“It was a summer of 69.”
A bag-of-words works by first creating a vocabulary which in this example is:
vocab=[it,happened,summer, last,year,was,very,hot,a,of,69]
We then create the Bag of Words embedding for each document BoW d :
BoW d = [w1 , w2 , ...wn ], where wi = 1, if the corresponding word w in the vocabulary belongs
to d else wi = 0
For our documents, BoW embedding takes the following form:

BoW d1 = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]

BoW d2 = [0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0]

BoW d3 = [1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1]
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Each dimension of the embedding vector can also specify the frequency of the occurrence rather
than just the binary absence or presence value. The intuition behind the Bag of Words is that
similar documents contain common features, in this case, the words.

2.2

Neural Embedding

As the applications of neural network and its various architectures span across fields, we deal with
different input types including words, phrases, sentences, and documents. The way we represent
input becomes significant in our neural network. In a field like natural language processing, the
inputs are sequences of discrete words which are related in the linguistic sense such as sentences.
The capturing of semantic relations among words and phrases into the form understandable by
the networks is a challenge. The efficacy of these translations may be the difference between the
intelligent model and a naive one. In section 2.1, we discussed a couple of techniques that represent
textual inputs in a vector form. However, none of the vector embedding techniques can capture
the contextual information from the text. Neural embedding is a way to fill that gap. In a broad
sense, embedding is a way of representing discrete variables as vectors of real numbers. Neural
embedding, in a similar way, is a technique to represent the discrete variables in a low dimensional
continuous vector space, which are learned during training. The neural embedding stems from the
work of the linguist J.R. Firth, which postulates that “You shall know a word by the company it
keeps” [Fir57]
Neural embedding serves many objectives including::
• Clustering the contextually related inputs together in the embedding space.
• Representing input to the neural networks.
• Visualizing the data and relationships in the form of n-dimensional vector space.
One of the popular techniques of neural embedding is Word2Vec. This is a learned embedding
that represents the discrete words in a continuous vector of numbers in fixed dimension while
also taking the context into account. The model creates vector representations of words while also
capturing the semantic meaning in addition to the word concept and context. In general, Word2Vec
model is learned through two architectures: the continuous bag-of-words model (CBOW) and the
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Figure 2.1: CBOW Architecture for Word2Vec
skip-gram model [BCB14]. The continuous bag-of-words model is a neural network model with one
hidden layer that takes the context words as input and tries to predict the target word. However, the
skip-gram model works in a reverse fashion than that of a CBoW model. Both models of Word2Vec
works with the intuition: rather than counting the occurrence of each word w, we should represent
w based on how likely it is to occur with its other context word. This intuition makes it easy to
train the model.[BDVJ03] and [CWB+ 11] have created a neural language model by just using the
next word in the text as the target in a supervised training scheme. Hence, Word2Vec can just
create a vector representation of words by training a neural language model.
Figure 2.1, a CBOW architecture of Word2Vec model is shown where the model tries to predict
the target word given the context. The model do not actually cares about the prediction task. The
weights of the hidden layer is what the model tries to learn, which collectively serve as a word
embedding vector for the target word.
Consider the following sentence:
Days are very hot in the summer.
The following are the one-hot representation of the words:
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days=[1,0,0,0,0,0,0]
are=[0,1,0,0,0,0,0]
very=[0,0,1,0,0,0,0]
hot=[0,0,0,1,0,0,0]
in=[0,0,0,0,1,0,0]
the=[0,0,0,0,0,1,0]
summer=[0,0,0,0,0,0,1]
The CBoW model of Figure 2.1 can be trained with the objective of predicting the word
“summer” given some or all the words preceding it as the context. The hidden layer representation
is extracted as the learned vector embedding for the word “summer.”
If the context window size is 2 and the target word is “summer,” H being the weight matrix in
the hidden layer, the CBoW model of Word2Vec is trained to maximize the following probability:

Ĥ = arg max P (summer|in, the),
H

where summer,in,the are the one hot vector of the corresponding words.
After the training, Ĥ represents the learned embedding for the word “summer.”

2.3

Recurrent Neural Network

Recurrent neural networks are widely used to model language related tasks. The model tries to
compute the probability p(w|u), where w ∈ V is a target word, and u is a context word. It does so
by performing a series of recurrent transformations as shown in Figure 2.2. Let hm represent the
contextual information at position m in the sequence, RNN language models are defined as:
xm , φwm
hm = RN N (xm , hm−1 )
where φ is a matrix of word embeddings and xm denotes the embedding for word wm . The
Elman unit defines a simple recurrent operation as:
RN N (xm , hm−1 ) , g(Θhm−1 + xm ),
10

Figure 2.2: Recurrent network model

where Θ ∈ RK×K is the recurrence matrix and g is the nonlinear transformation function, often
defined as the element-wise hyperbolic tangent ( tanh ).
Recurrent networks find their application most when the subsequent data in some way is dependent upon the preceding data, like a time series. Natural language loosely follows this pattern,
which is why RNN have been successfullly applied to natural language. In theory, recurrent neural
networks can propagate information across infinitely long sequences. Meaning, the value of the
hidden state, hm at time step m can depend on the hidden state hm−∞ . However, in practice, due
to the non-linearity introduced by non-linear function like tanh, the hidden state signal quickly
gets attenuated. Hence, when backpropagation is used for gradient descent learning, it leads to the
vanishing gradient problem where the gradient decays to zero, or , exploding gradient where
the gradient approaches towards infinity. One way to deal with the problem of exploding gradients
is by clipping gradient at some maximum value as shown in [PMB13]. However, to deal with the
problem of vanishing gradient, a new variant of recurrent model has been proposed[HS97].
The long short-term memory model (LSTM), as shown in 2.3 maintains a memory cell cm in
addition to the hidden state hm . The value of the memory cell cm is the gated sum of the previous
value cm−1 and an update 4cm . The value cm−1 is gated by a forget gate, and the update is gated
by an input gate or a retain gate. Each of these gates are parameterized by some weight vector.
Hence, the LSTM unit learns to forget some information and retain some. The following equations
shows how the memory cell, the hidden state, and the output value are computed at each step.
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Figure 2.3: Long short-term memory architecture

fm+1 = σ(Θ(h→f ) hm + Θ(x→f ) xm+1 + bf )

forget gate

(2.1)

im+1 = σ(Θ(h→i) hm + Θ(x→i) xm+1 + bi )

input gate

(2.2)

4cm+1 = tanh(Θ(h→c) hm + Θ(w→c) xm+1 )

update candidate

(2.3)

memory cell update

(2.4)

om+1 = σ(Θ(h→o) hm + Θ(x→o) xm+1 + b0 )

output gate

(2.5)

hm+1 = om+1

output.

(2.6)

cm+1 = fm+1

Here, the

cm + im+1

tanh(cm+1 )

4cm+1

is a hadamard product between vectors. Θ(h→f ) and Θ(x→f ) are the weight vectors

which controls the previous hidden state hm and the current input xm+1 . Similarly, other weight
vectors control other gates.
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Figure 2.4: Seq2seq or encoder-decoder architecture

2.4

Seq2seq or Encoder-Decoder Architecture

Recurrent neural networks or any neural network in general, are discriminative in nature. The
normalized softmax output layer represents one state for one particular data point, meaning, it
is best suited for the categorical output. As applicable as such networks are, there are tasks
which require a sequential output. In natural language processing, there are many tasks that are
generative in nature. Some of them are machine translation, paraphrasing, question generation,
document summarization etc. Inputs to the neural networks are a sequence of some form, and
the output takes a sequential form for the generative tasks. Hence, the model for such tasks
can be called seq2seq architecture. Such seq2seq architecture were introduced as an EncoderDecoder architecture independently by [CVMG+ 14] and [SVL14] primarily for the task of machine
translation. However, it quickly found its way into other generative tasks in NLP.
Figure 2.4 shows a typical Encoder-Decoder architecture. The encoder portion takes input
sentence “ABC”, and the decoder produces an output sequence “XYZ”. The decoder stops once it
produces output token < EOS >. Both the encoder and decoder are a recurrent or LSTM network.

2.5

Transformer Network

Transformer network was first proposed by Vaswani et al.[VSP+ 17] in a paper called “Attention is
all you need.” It has largely replaced sequential RNN models for text sequence generation type of
tasks. The major advantage of using the model is being able to feed all the tokens in parallel, unlike
in recurrent network, and use self-attention mechanism to represent those tokens. The authors claim
self-attention among the tokens is sufficient to represent the tokens and their context.
It is an encoder-decoder based model where the input X = (x1 , ..., xn ) is provided to the
encoder which outputs the intermediate representation of input. This is then fed to the decoder to
13

Figure 2.5: Transformer model architecture

generate output tokens one at a time, using previously generated tokens as an additional input to
the decoder. The high level view of the transformer model is given is Figure 2.5.
Since the input text sequence is fed in parallel to the encoder, the positional encoder infuses the
positional information into the input vector. First, the tokens are passed through an embedding
layer to convert each into a vector of length dmodel . The following function converts position pos of
the token into a vector of length dmodel too.

P Epos,2i = sin

!

pos
2i

10000 dmodel
P Epos,2i+1 = cos

pos

!

2i+1

10000 dmodel
Next, the input embedding is summed up with the positional embedding, which results in a token
vector containing the positional information in it. These token vectors are then fed to the encoder.
The major block inside of an encoder is the multihead attention layer. This layer requires two
inputs: the query input, xQ , and the key-value input, xKV . This layer tries to learn which position
in the key-value input the query should attend to. The encoder uses self-attention, meaning, query
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input and key-value input are the same. At first the layer converts the query, key, and value to
three matrices Q, K, and V through multiplication with three weight matrices - W Q , W k , W V

Q = xQ W Q
K = xKV W K
V = xKV W V
Q and K are the representation of the query input and key-value input, respectively. The selfattention means measurement of the similarity of these representation across each position in the
query input and key-value. Since, Q and K are both the same, it is called self-attention. Author
calls this the scaled dot-product attention and is given by:
p
dk (QK T ),
where dk is the number of columns of weight matrices W Q , W k , W V . Then the result goes through
a softmax function for normalization. This resulting matrix is of shape nQ XnKV . Finally, this
attention matrix is multiplied by the value matrix V. Semantically, what this gives is an input
weighted by the attention for each position. This completes the one head of a multi-head attention
layer. There can be multiple heads which all do the same thing but with different weights. The
output then flows to the add and normalization layer as shown in Figure 2.5. All other layers are
straightforward.
The decoder layers are very similar to the encoder layers with only two key differences. The
initial self-attention layer is masked, so that the information from later timesteps cannot be attended
during training. Another difference is the output of encoder layer is also incorporated into each
layer of the decoder.
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Chapter 3
Question Generation with Masked
Answer
Question generation has been on the periphery of natural language processing for some time. With
the advent of the statistical language modeling techniques, neural question generation has taken
off with various neural models based on seq2seq learning [BCB14]. Essentially, the task of question
generation is to generate a question based on a given short passage of text. Figure 3.1 shows few
examples of short texts as Input text and their respective questions as Question. It is clear that
although there can be many questions for a given text, the generated question should ask about
the target answer of the text.

Figure 3.1: Example texts with target answer, and their respective questions
Generally regarded as the dual task of question answering, question generation finds its application in various areas. First, it can be used to generate question-answer pairs to serve as a dataset
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for question answering. Second, the task of question generation can aid in making a chatbot more
interactive by learning to ask appropriate questions. These are the applications of classical question generation; however in our work, we introduce a novel question generation task, which we call
“question generation with masked target answer.” This task closely resembles the original task of
question generation, as shown in Figure 3.1 however, the difference is that the target answer in the
input text passage is masked while feeding it to the model. The reason behind introducing a novel
task in question generation is two-fold.
First, asking questions is at the core of human intelligence. It constitutes being able to form
syntactically coherent sentences, as well as being able to comprehend the content and context of the
text in consideration. Humans are generally able to ask questions even when they cannot hear the
key target answer in the sentence. We argue that is the essence of question-asking. In Figure 3.1,
even in the case of Masked text, humans would have enough context to ask a question.
Secondly, “question generation with masked target answer” can be applied to make interactive
dialog systems, like Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant more intelligent. We have found that
in many cases, while giving instructions to these home assistants, they ask some standard questions without regard to our instructions. Therefore, it makes sense that these systems should ask
questions appropriate to our instructions. The contribution of this paper is two-fold:
• We propose a novel task, which we call “question generation with masked target answer,” the
significance of which we have discussed above.
• We propose various models that leverage the information, like parts of speech and named entity recognition, from the text to ask questions based on the input masked sentences. Through
these models, we show that the joint learning approach enhances overall performance, and
we also establish a baseline for this novel task.

3.1

Related Works

The first part of the literature survey discusses works that employ manual rule-based approach for
question generation. In the latter part, we briefly present some of the end-to-end neural network
based models.
Pan et al. report on a broad survey on the recent advances in question generation based on the
approaches being taken to tackle the problem [PLCK19]. They identify three fundamental aspects
of the problem and discuss the variations researchers are adopting in each of these aspects. These
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aspects are identified as the learning paradigm, input modality, and cognitive levels.
Most of the works about manual approach involve forming a question template initially, and then
using such templates to form specific questions. In particular, Heilman et al. create some written
rules to perform generic syntactical transformations, which convert declarative sentences into questions [HS10]. They overgenerate the questions and rank them using some form of classification algorithm. There are some other works that employ somewhat similar approaches [MC09],[LPNW13],
[MN14],[LBV15]. Some research has worked on different modalities than text. Mostafazadeh et
al. generate questions from images [MMD+ 16]. Serban et al. use recurrent neural networks to
generate factoid questions using a set of triplets (subject, relation, object) [SGDG+ 16].
Du et al. perform question generation using end-to-end learning utilizing the seq2seq framework [DSC17]. They employ an attention mechanism to focus on the important aspects of the
input while forming the question. Another research study done by Duan et al. approaches the
task in two ways. First, they propose a retrieval-based method using a Convolutional Neural
Network(CNN); second, they propose a generation-based method using a Recurrent Neural Network(RNN) [DTCZ17]. Sasazawa et al. try to improve the results of Question Generation by
utilizing interrogative phrases [STO19]. They argue that using interrogative phrases that match
the target answer is important for generating better questions.
Similarly, Kim et al. propose a seq2seq framework for question generation using answer separation [KLSJ19]. They mask the target answers from the sentence but use them separately to
generate questions. Few works have been done in visual question generation(VQG). Here the task
is to generate questions based on the input image and target answer. Xu et al. argue that recent trends in VQG treat the problem as a reversed visual question answering, which has higher
complexity [XWY+ 20]. Hence, they propose a radial graph convolutional network (Radial-GCN)
to reduce the complexity. Tuan et al. propose a model based on Bidirectional Long Short Term
Memory(BiLSTM) to capture greater context looking across multiple sentences [TSB20].Sun et al.
proposes answer-focused and the input context-aware neural question generation model [SLL+ 18].
Chen et al. proposes graph-to-sequence model based on reinforcement learning [CWZ19].
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(a) Joint Training I model

(b) Joint Training II model

(c) Combined
model

Objective(M3)

Figure 3.2: Models with different learning objectives

3.2
3.2.1

Approach
Problem Definition

Given a passage of text X(x1 , x2 , ..., xn ), n being the number of tokens, a target answer A(a1 , a2 , ..., am ),
m being the number of tokens in the target answer and A being some span of text from the question X, the task of question generation is to generate a question Q(q1 , q2 , ..., qk ), where k can be of
arbitrary length; the answer of Q should be given by A based on the passage of text X.

Q̂ = arg max P (Q|X, A)
Q

However, in our task “question generation with masked target answer,” the model tries to
generate a question Q, the answer of which should be given by A based on the text X −A. Meaning,
the input to our model is the passage X, from which we omit the answer A. The motivation behind
omitting the answer from the input text is that the model should be able to ask questions even
when the answer phrase is not present in the input passage. The model tries to maximize the
conditional probability of Q, given X-A.

Q̂ = arg max P (Q|X − A)
Q

3.2.2

Proposed Models and Joint Objectives

The transformer model for language generation[VSP+ 17] is a seq2seq model developed to mitigate
the limitations of recurrent networks, and it has done well in tasks like language generation, question
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answering, and many others. However, there has not been any notable work on leveraging the model
for the task of “question generation.” In this research work, we propose models with the underlying
transformer architecture. Then we formulate a couple of joint objectives to learn our task. The
underlying model is an encoder-decoder architecture, detailed in [VSP+ 17].
Joint Training with NER tags The input to our model does not contain the target answer
phrase, so to ask the right question,s the model should guess the missing answer and generate
output accordingly. Our Joint Objective I forces the model to learn the name entity recognition
tags of the missing target answer, while also making it learn to ask questions. Guessing the NER
tags of the target answer enables the model to acquire knowledge about the missing part. Figure
3.2a shows the model trained with Joint Objective 1.
Given the masked sentence: X − A, the model jointly learns to output the questions Q and
NER tags sequence of the answer A:Aner
Q̂, Aˆner = arg max P (Q, Aner |X − A)
Q,Aner

Joint Training with POS tags In our task, like most of the other language generation problems,
forming grammatically correct sentences is as critical as conveying the correct semantics. Hence,
we develop a joint training objective, which we call Joint Training II in which the model learns to
ask a question given the input text with a masked target answer, and also learns to generate the
correct Parts of Speech(POS) Tags of the question given the POS tags of the sentence in parallel.
Figure 3.2b is a model trained with this objective.
Given the masked sentence: X −A, and POS tag sequence of X: Xpos , the model jointly learns to
output the questions Q and POS tag sequence of Q:Qpos . Therefore the Joint Training I objective
for our model is given as:

Q̂, Qˆpos = arg max P (Q, Qpos |X − A, Xpos )
Q,Qpos

The POS sequence generation part of the objective dictates the model to form correct sentences,
while learning to ask the right question at the same time.
Combined Objective(M3) In this Objective, we combine Joint Training I and Joint Training
II, meaning the model learns three tasks at a time. The main task of question generation is aided
by NER tags generation and POS tags sequence generation. The combined objective looks like:
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Q̂, Aˆner , Qˆpos = arg max P (Q, Aner , Qpos |X − A, Xpos )
Q,Aner ,Qpos

After the model learns each tasks, the evaluation is done only on the main task of question
generation.

3.3

Experimental Setup and Results

In this section, we outline the experimental details to see the performance of the different models
and objectives.
# Pairs(Training)
# Pairs(Test)
# Pairs(eval)
# Pairs(Ablation)

62479
9999
832
5790

Table 3.1: Dataset statistics

3.3.1

Dataset

SQuAD[RZLL16] is a widely used dataset for question answering. Many works have used it to
train question generation models. It has over 100k questions from 536 different articles. We use
Kim et al. version of the SQuAD dataset [KLSJ19]. It has been pre-processed and annotated
with POS and NER tags using Stanford CoreNLP[MSB+ 14] and has been processed into the train,
test, and dev sets. We randomly split the dev set into 2 splits: ablation study set and eval set as
given in Table 3.1. Then we mask the target answer phrase from the sentence with a special token
“MASKED ANSWER ”.

3.3.2

Implementation

We use the pre-trained version of transformer architecture called T5[RSR+ 19]. It has 12 blocks
inside the encoder and decoder. Each block contains the attention layer, feed-forward layer, and
normalization layer. For the full details of T5 architecture, refer to the aforementioned paper. T5
has been pre-trained with Colossal Clean Crawled Corpus(C4) data, about 750 GB in size.
We train our models with a single RTX 8000 GPU for a maximum of 10 epochs employing early
stopping as a validation strategy. The models are evaluated with an eval set after every 15,000
training steps. Each step has a batch size of 16. The model stops training if it doesn’t improve the
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eval loss by 0.03 for 3 subsequent evaluations. The maximum sequence length used is 128. We use
Adam Optimizer with an initial learning rate of 0.00004 and a greedy search to decode the outputs.
Models
Bare Model
Joint I
Joint II
M3

B-1
24.8
26.04
26.68
26.46

B-4
13.55
14.17
14.41
14.04

ROUGE
41.54
40.60
41.14
39.92

Table 3.2: Ablation study using the ablation set. Joint I and Joint II is our proposed Joint Training
I and Joint Training II objective respectively

Models
Bare Model
Joint Training I
Joint Training II
Combined Objective(M3)

BLEU-1
34.77
36.9
37.9
39.13

BLEU-2
24.10
25.49
25.97
27.05

BLEU-3
17.70
18.58
18.91
19.78

BLEU-4
13.32
13.98
14.15
14.86

METEOR
34.82
38.4
37.79
37.52

ROUGE
40.34
39.71
39.70
39.75

Table 3.3: Evaluation result on the Test set. On every metric except ROUGE, our joint learning
objectives enhance the performance of the model. Bare Model is the model with single
objective of question generation. For METEOR, we average the individual sentence METEOR
score.

3.3.3

Results

We performed an ablation study to see the impact of our joint learning objectives on the model
performance. It is tabulated in Table 3.2.
Each joint learning objective clearly has a positive impact on the model’s performance. This
can be seen more distinctly in the test results given in Table 3.3. Each of the subsequent objectives
improves the result in almost every metric. Our combined objective(M3) achieves the best result
among all others in the BLEU(1-4) score. In Table 3.4, we show our model performance on various
interrogative question types. The recall metric on almost all question types shows that the model
with combined objective performs the best. Figure 3.3 shows a sample question generated using
the different objectives.

3.4

Conclusion

Through this work, we introduced a task, “question generation with masked target answer,” and
proposed a series of joint learning objectives to improve our task of question generation. Although
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Models
Bare Model
Joint I
Joint II
M3

what
0.77
0.79
0.79
0.8

Question type
where when
0.51 0.76
0.45 0.68
0.33 0.75
0.53 0.42

how
0.71
0.72
0.74
0.8

why
0.17
0.39
0.33
0.27

who
0.78
0.75
0.78
0.84

Table 3.4: Recall of interrogative words

Figure 3.3: Sample question generation using different objectives
our task feeds the model with masked sentences, the evaluation results show it can ask relevant
questions, figuring out the missing phrase. These baseline results are in par with other works
of question generation despite missing the target answer. However, the results have room for
improvement, and one possible extension of this work can look into the recall results and focus on
improving particular question types.
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Chapter 4
askQ:A large Scale Dataset for
Question Generation
4.1

Introduction

Figure 4.1: Questions based on a target answer phrase
Question generation, as new as the field is, is equally a challenging task in natural language
processing. As we have made great strides in the task of reading comprehension, some attention
has now been shifted to the problem of asking questions rather than answering them. reading
comprehension (RC), where the task is to read a passage of text and answer questions about it, has
seen immense progress in recent years thanks to large scale supervised datasets such as SQuAD
[RZLL16] and NewsQA[TWY+ 16]. However, question generation, often referred to as a dual task
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Text
The american football conference (afc)
champion denver broncos defeated the
national football conference (nfc)
champion carolina panthers 24 - 10 to
earn their third super bowl title .

Question

Answer

Which NFL team represented the
AFC at Super Bowl 50?
Denver Broncos

Denver Broncos

Table 4.1: A typical data point from SQuAD dataset

Question

as this was the 50th super bowl , the league emphasized the “ golden
anniversary ” with various gold - themed initiatives , as well as
temporarily suspending the tradition of naming each super bowl game with
roman numerals (under which the game would have been known
as “ super bowl l ”) , so that the logo could prominently
feature the arabic numerals 50
as this was the 50th super bowl , the league emphasized the “ golden
anniversary ” with various hMasked texti initiatives , as well as
temporarily suspending the tradition of naming each super bowl game with
roman numerals (under which the game would have been known
as “ super bowl l ”) , so that the logo could prominently
feature the arabic numerals 50
What was the theme of Super bowl 50?

Answer

gold-themed

Text

Masked Text

Table 4.2: A sample data point from SQuAD dataset with masked target answer
of reading comprehension or question answering, has just started off and there is still a big gap
until the machines can ask questions as well as us humans. The task of question generation can
take several forms. The first kind can be to generate as many questions as possible from the given
text. Other can be to generate a question targeting an answer phrase from the text. Figure 4.1
illustrates the latter type of question generation. Here, Question asks a question targeting the
answer phrase from the respective input text marked in red.
Most of the works in question generation have tried to tackle the targeted question generation.
As there are no specialized labeled datasets for question generation, almost all have utilized the
reading comprehension dataset like SQuAD[DSC17],[KLSJ19],[DTCZ17]. Since the task of question
generation is a dual task of reading comprehension, just flipping the labeled pair works. See
Table 4.1 for a typical data point from the SQuAD dataset. However, there lies a flaw in this type
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of targeted question generation. Most of the works feed the model with the text passage along
with the target answer phrase as an input in an attempt to generate the question. This form of
question generation has limited application and significance. It does not exactly mimic the question
asking capabilities of us humans as humans generally ask questions if they don’t understand the
certain phrase or parts on the sentence being spoken. For instance, in Figure 4.1, humans can ask
such Questions, if they are presented with the Masked text. We argue that is the essence of
asking questions - asking questions about the certain phrase that is unintelligible. If the model
gets access to the target answer phrase along with the text passage, it needs all the information
to form the question. Such models can be useful for generating a labeled sentence-question pair,
but that is where the application ceases. For this reason, a novel variation of question generation
called “Question generation with masked target answer” has been proposed recently, where the
model tries to form a question without looking at the answer phrase. Using the existing reading
comprehension dataset for such masked question generation poses another problem.
Table 4.2 samples a question-sentence pair from the aforementioned SQuAD dataset. The answer phrase for this text is “gold-themed”. Now, looking at the masked text, it does not seem
plausible to come up with the question “What was the theme of Super bowl 50?” since we don’t
know the question should be about the “theme” as it is masked. A more plausible question for the
masked text could be “What types of initiative did Super bowl 50 emphasize?”. Hence, even though
it works on question answering, such dataset is not ideal for question generation, specifically for
question generation with a masked target answer. For that reason, we believe a large scale specialized dataset for question generation is needed. We also postulate that a model will have a complete
comprehension of the language or any particular sentence if only it can ask questions regarding
that sentence from various different angles. Table 4.3 tabulates different questions respective to a
particular answer phrase from a sentence. Although the existing datasets like SQuAD ask different
questions for a passage of text, it has not been done consistently when they are used for question
generation. This is another motivation for the creation of a specialized dataset for question generation. The dataset we are proposing has texts and on average five questions targeting different key
phrases used in the text.
Through this work, we believe we can have the following contributions to the domain:
• A high quality human annotated large scale dataset with 50000+ labeled sentence-question
pairs developed specially for the task of question generation.
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George Washington, born, February 22, 1732 was the first president of the United States.
George Washington
Who was the first president of the United States?
February 22, 1732
When was George Washington born?
first president
Who was George Washington?
United States
George Washington was the first president of which country?
Table 4.3: Various questions that can be asked to a sentence based on different target answer
phrases
• The only dataset that can be used effectively for the task of “question generation with masked
target answer.”
• A Dataset that can help ask questions to a passage of text from different perspectives or
subjects identifying the key phrase from the text first.
• A baseline result for question generation using our dataset.

4.2

Existing Datasets

In Section 4.1, we talked about the need for a new specialized dataset for question generation.
However, the works in this domain have experimented with the question answering dataset by
customizing them as per their needs. There are few small scale datasets for question generation
and some datasets to ask deep questions. Here, we survey a few of those predominantly used
datasets and discuss how the works in question generation have used them.

4.2.1

SQuAD

Stanford Question Answering Dataset (SQuAD) [RZLL16] is arguably the most used dataset in
reading comprehension and it is one of the most popular for the task of question generation too. It
contains 100,000+ questions asked by crowdworkers on a set of Wikipedia articles. To be precise,
the dataset contains 107,785 question-answer pairs on 536 wikipedia articles. Figure 4.2 shows
some questions asked from a sample passage. The 536 articles were randomly selected from top
10000 articles of English Wikipedia, and 23,215 paragraphs were extracted. Then, crowdworkers
were required to ask up to five questions for each paragraph.
The works in question generation like [DSC17],[ZYW+ 17] have used the processed version of
SQuAD. They redivide the dataset into train/dev/text splits and extract the sentences from passages that contain the target answer. [SWH+ 18] extract the target answer phrase from the passage
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Figure 4.2: Question-answer pairs for a sample passage in the SQuAD dataset[RZLL16]
and create (passage, question, answer) triplets. This resulted in 70,484 training data triplets,
10,570 dev data triplets, and 11,877 test data triplets. [KLSJ19] further tokenize the data and tag
them with parts of speech and named entity recognition. In 2018, a new version of SQuAD called
SQuAD 2.0 has been proposed [RJL18], which contains around 50,000 unanswerable questions. To
do well on this dataset, the model should know to give answers to the questions from the origianl
SQuAD dataset and should know an answer is not possible for the new questions. However, this
new version of SQuAD is not that straightforward to be used in question generation, as there are no
target answers in the passage for unanswerable questions. Hence, inverting question-answer pairs
does not work here.

4.2.2

LearningQ

LearningQ[CYHH18] is a large scale dataset specifically designed to ask questions in an educational
setting. Bloom’s taxonomy[B+ 56], with some revisions, currently contains six cognitive levels:
Remembering, Understanding, Applying, Analyzing, Evaluating and Creating[AK01]. Most of the
QG dataset deals with the lowest cognitive level, such as remembering, which require to generate
a factoid question. LearningQ, on the other hand, is designed to generate deep questions falling
under the higher-level cognitive skills, such as applying, analyzing. It has over 230K documentquestion pairs curated from various online platforms like Ted-ed and Khan Academy. The dataset
has 7k questions that are designed by instructors and 223K questions asked by learners. Online
learning portals like Khan academy offers lessons to students on various topics, and the students
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Taxonomy

TED-Ed Examples

Remembering

How big is an atom?

Understanding

Why do some plankton migrate vertically?

Applying
Analyzing
Evaluating

Creating

What kind of invention would you make with shape
memory materials if you could get it in any form
you wanted?
Why are cities like London, Tokyo and New York
facing shortages in burial ground space?
Mansa Musa is one of many African monarchs
throughout the continent’s rich history. Analyze
and evaluate why you think that this is the case,
then create two ideas for how we can work to bring
more positive awareness of the history of Africa’s
ancient and contemporary kings.

Khan Academy Examples
What is a negative and a
positive feedback in
homeostasis?
Why can’t voltage-gated channels
be placed on the surface of
myelin?
If I double the area and take the
half of the fraction, do I get the
same result?
Why did sea levels drop
during the ice age?
Will all the cultures merge
into one big culture, due to
the fading genetic distinctions?
Can somebody please explain
to me what marginal benefits is
and give me some
examples?

Table 4.4: Question examples from LearningQ
can ask questions about material they do not understand. Hence, the questions are more abstract
and require a thorough comprehension of the text. Table 4.4 shows some questions from learningQ
with their respective cognitive levels according to bloom’s taxonomy.

4.3

Data Collection

Our data collection for question generation happens in three phases. First, we curate text passages,
then we identify the target answer phrases from those texts and lastly we do manual annotation to
create questions based on such identified target answer phrases.

4.3.1

Text Passage Curation

Wikipedia is a great source of texts for English language containing millions of high quality and
relevant articles that range from various fields. Many existing datasets on language processing have
utilized it for text passage retrieval. For our work too, we use an English version of Wikipedia to curate passages of texts. We use a python library, “wikipedia” to download 46,558 random Wikipedia
articles summaries. The original articles have everything from text and images to hyperlinks, which
need a bit of cleanup to extract clean text. Hence, we directly download summarized version of the
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articles that are clean text, and they are not longer than 2-3 sentences.

4.3.2

Target Answer Segregation

Many questions can be asked in a passage of text targeting a phrase or word. Table 4.3 shows
different questions for a sentence. Identifying such target words or phrases could be done manually
at the time of annotation, however, for the sake of uniformity and quality questions for all passages,
we employed automatic target phrase segregation. We used regular expression of phrases using the
NLTK chunker.
With the help of following parts of speech, we formulate various regular expressions for different
types of phrases:
• NN : Noun singular
• NNS : Noun plural
• NNP : Proper noun, singular
• NNPS: Proper noun, plular
• DT : Determiner
• CD: Cardinal digit
• JJ : Adjective
• JJR : Adjective, comparative
• JJS : Adjective, superlative
• . : Any character except new line
• * : Match 0 or more repetitions
• ? : Match 0 or 1 repetition
Noun phrase (No modifier): hN N.∗ihN N.∗i∗

This expression extracts a phrase that has one

or more repetitions of words that can be either NN, NNS, NNP or NNPS. e.g., Abraham Lincoln,
New York Times, girl etc.
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Models
Bare Model

BLEU-1
64.16

BLEU-2
56.60

BLEU-3
51.13

BLEU-4
46.70

METEOR
67.03

ROUGE
71.01

Table 4.5: Baseline results for the askQ dataset using the bare model
Noun phrase with modifier(adjective + determiner): hDT i?hJJ.ihN N.∗ihN N.∗i∗ This
expression extracts a noun phrase as above with an adjective as a modifier and 0 or 1 determiner
preceding the adjective. e.g., a big house, yellow jacket etc.
Phrase with digits: hCDihN N i?h, i?hCDi

This expression extracts any digits or dates. e.g.,

10, 9 sept, 2001 etc.

4.3.3

Data Annotation

The next step was to form questions. We employed multiple English speaking people for the task of
data annotation. They were provided with a web interface containing a passage of text, a passage
from which the target answer is masked and a target answer phrase one at a time. They were asked
to form the question just looking at the masked passage because the objective was to ask questions
without knowing the answer phrase.

4.4

Baseline Results

Once the data is annotated, we conduct en experiment to present the baseline result for the task
of “question generation with masked target answer”. Table 4.5 shows the results of the bare
model from chapter 3 using BLEU, METEOR and ROUGE scores. The result shows significant
improvement of models in terms of generating proper questions in case of masked target answer
while leaving space for further improvement. This further solidifies our claim that a proper dataset
specifically for questions generation is required.
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Chapter 5
Paraphrase Identification
5.1

Introduction

Paraphrase identification is the task of identifying if a sentence is a paraphrase of another one. It
is one of the challenging tasks in Natural Language Processing. It requires representing a text in
some form taking its context into consideration and formulating a metric to express the similarity
between a pair of texts. The given pair of sentences or texts may look almost similar in terms of
its syntactical structure but a presence of a single word or phrase may convey entirely different or
opposite meanings. On the other hand, there are various applications of paraphrase identification.
One of them can be automatically removing the duplicate questions in online QA forums like
Quora. There are different versions of the same question in such online question-answer forums
conveying the same meaning. Traditional coding would require creating billions of conditions to
accurately assess whether or not two sentences are semantically the same. Another application
can be the plagiarism detection task. Current applications for plagiarism essentially just check the
syntax. With a quick web search, one can find many ways to circumvent plagiarism detection by
switching out select words or using an article rewrite. Paraphrase identification is suggested as
an application-independent framework for measuring semantic equivalence. In terms of identifying
duplicate questions, according to [HSY16], if two questions can be concluded with the same answer,
both questions are semantically equivalent. The identification of semantically equivalent sentences
has many applications in natural language understanding, which ranges from paraphrase recognition
to evaluating machine translation. There are a few challenges when it comes to processing the
texts using machines. First, the computer finds it hard to recognize different words and their
meanings. For example, when speaking of the companies, “Microsoft” or “Apple”, the computer
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might mistake “Apple” as a fruit instead of a company. This problem occurs because generally,
machines fail to figure out the context depicted in the text. In a given natural language sentence,
there are various relationships among the words. Thus capturing this relationship is essential to
completely understand the semantics of that sentence.
In our work, we try to perform paraphrase identification, using various machine learning models and make a performance comparison among these models. In recent years, recurrent neural
networks(RNNs) have proven to be very successful in machine learning tasks that relate to natural
language. As natural language can be represented as a sequence of tokens(characters, words or
phrases), and in general the preceding tokens affect the occurrence of the next token in the sequence, RNNs, which work by taking the feedback of previous time-steps outputs to generate the
output for subsequent time-steps, works very well. Specifically, we devise a logistic regression model
which is the simplest machine learning model for classification tasks and then go on to implement
a relatively more complex model: support vector machines. Lastly, we will develop various models
using Neural Networks including an RNN model.
In the next section, we talk about some of the related works in this problem domain in general
and also discuss the specific works done in Paraphrase Identification. Next we talk about our
approach and the algorithms. Then, we describe our experimental setups and the results and
provide a brief discussion of the results. Finally, we conclude with some closing remarks.

5.2

Related Works

With an increasing amount of developing technology, further research must be done to search
for solutions to improve methods of data processing using neural networks and deep learning. The
process of using computers to understand Natural Language Processing (NLP) has been a challenge
due to the equivocacy of texts and passages. For example, the term ‘apple’ can be referenced as
both a company and a fruit. In this case, creating an algorithm to interpret the correct meaning
would need a method to process and understand the given information. A proposed solution to
this was to use semantic enrichment. To accomplish this, verbs and nouns are extracted to output
a concept that represents the text [ZD17].
In order to overcome the obstacles of natural language processing, various methods have been
proposed. For instance, to combat the difficult processing of data-sparse texts, a convolutional
neural network (CNN) in pair with data clustering can be used to expand text [WYW+ 17]. Another
influential method for semantic text analysis was to use binary predicate phrases by extracting
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prepositional phrases [SSD17] using PropS. If the proposition can be matched, it is presumed that
the phrases are similar versions of each other.
In [FS08], paraphrase identification is found by using a matrix created from semantic similarities
from a pair of text sections. For this method, all similarities between words were considered to
improve accuracy. However, it must also be noted that this strategy was inspired by an information
extraction (IE) model linking patterns to homogeneous meanings [SG05]. This stemmed from an
(IE) model developed specifically for semantic processing [Yan03]. For this model, matrices and
vectors were formed by three elements from a clause: subject, verb, and object.
In contrast to extracting specific grammar variables, similarity can also be gleaned from language
variables such as slang, syntax, and lexical factors [PDVV11]. These features are then tagged and
put through various N-gram models (character bigrams, trigrams, tetragrams and word unigrams,
bigrams, and trigrams). In [RC10], n-grams were used for paraphrase recognition using lexical
features in combination with syntactic, composite, and semantic features. For instance, similarity
can be determined by the instances of like n-grams (n-gram overlap measures), as well as the
division of identical skip-grams by word variations (skip-gram overlap measures) in lexical features.
N-gram overlap measures are especially similar to word co-occurrence in [HKE99]. Another notable
approach used a Siamese gated recurrent unit (GRU) neural network. Afterward, the sentences
were encoded and equivalence was concluded based on an output vector [HSY16]. It was argued
that, by feeding data through an additional neural network (NN) layer enhanced performance,
yielding more accurate results. The method of using an additional layer can also be applied to
pinpoint the location of questions in a given passage by including another gate to attention-based
recurrent networks [WYW+ 17]. After the information from the passage is encoded with a selfmatching attention mechanism, a pointer network is used to locate the positions of answers from
the passage. This process was then tested on the Stanford Question Answering Dataset (SQuAD)
[RZLL16].
An additional dilemma of paraphrase detection is asymmetrical paraphrases, where one sentence
is more word-dense than the other [JGP07]. Hence, it is more complicated to process in order to find
the general idea or ‘paraphrased’ portion. A proposed solution would be to link lexical connections
from each sentence in a function defined as LogSim [JGP07]. This function aimed to be able to
create a corpus with high reliability with little or no human intervention. On top of this, LogSim
was designed to extract and identify paraphrases with word reorderings or syntactic differences to
have semantic similarities.
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Moreover, features can be classified as consisting of one element (primitive) or pairs of primitive elements (composite) [HKE99]. Primitive characteristics are also used in the identification
of another feature: composite features. Using composite features is beneficial because it restricts
primitive features, resulting in more detailed tasks and, therefore, more specific results. [JGP07]

5.3

Methods and Models

First, we formulate the problem of paraphrase identification in more concrete terms. Then we talk
about a couple of preprocessing techniques before proposing various models to the problem.

5.3.1

Problem Definition

Given two sentences S1 and S2 , where S1 = S11 , S21 , ..., Sn1 and S2 = S12 , S22 , ..., Sn2 , and labels
L ∈ {0, 1}, paraphrase identification is the task of predicting the labels: L = 1; if S1 and S2 are
duplicate or L = 0; if they are not duplicate.

5.3.2

Preprocessing

The first step in training machine learning models is to preprocess the data. In our work, we
preprocess by first cleaning the data and then representing them in vector form machine learning
models understand. Data cleaning comprises of removing irrelevant punctuation, lowercasing the
characters, stripping the symbols or converting them to ASCII character representations. Next, we
create feature vectors from the input data. We employ bag-of-words representation and Word2Vec
representation.
Algorithm 1 Bag of words vector creation
Create feature set from the dataset:
FeatureSet = [x1 , x2 , ..., xn ]n - n is the total unique n-grams or words
for each data point d in dataset do
for each feature f in d do
d = [d1 , d2 , ..., dn ]n , di = 1 if f is in FeatureSet
di = 0 if f is not in FeatureSet

Bag-of-words Bag of words is one of the techniques to represent the input data into vector form
understandable by machine learning algorithms. We have talked about it in Chapter 2. First, we
compute the total distinct words from the whole dataset. Then, a vector of n dimension is created
for each data point with each entry in the vector specifying whether or not that data point contains
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that specific feature. To create a bag of words of our input data, we first consider n-grams and
then words as a feature separately.
N-gram and Word As Feature Vector Both N-gram and words are considered to be features
to construct the one hot encoding. In n-gram representation of feature vector, we consider unigrams,
bigrams and trigrams. Separately, we consider words present in the dataset as features too.

Figure 5.1: Simple illustration of N-grams

Word2Vec

Word2Vector, which we talked about in Chapter 2, is a word embedding model that

is used to represent raw text data while also taking context into account. The model creates vector
representations of words. This model is useful to help machines understand semantic meanings in
addition to word concept and context. Word2Vec algorithm includes two architectures: the continuous bag-of-words model (CBOW) and the skip-gram model [BCB14]. In the former mentioned
model, the primary function is to predict a target word based on given context words. In the latter
model, the objective is the inverse of the former, in that the skip-gram model attempts to predict
the context words given a target word.

5.4
5.4.1

Experimental Setup and Results
Dataset

The dataset used for classification purpose of our task is Quora Duplicate Question set which
consisted of over 400,000 potential duplicate question pairs and a binary value indicating whether
or not the questions were duplicate. The content in the questions spans a wide variety of subjects
due to the public availability of the website. For training the logistic regression and SVM models,
we used 50,000 data points and 10,000 were used as test data. Whereas to train the neural network
models, we used 320,000 data as training data and 80,000 as test data.
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Figure 5.2: A Sample of the Quora Dataset [HSY16]

5.4.2

Experimental Setup

To prepare the data for the machine learning algorithms, we must pre-process our data accordingly.
The first step in pre-processing the data consisted of separating the potential duplicate question sets
into question one, question two, and a binary value which represents whether or not the question set
is duplicate. Next, everything in the dataset was normalized to lowercase as this would increase the
performance of the machine learning algorithms. For paraphrase identification, special care must
be taken in the selection of the feature set as this can have a profound impact on the performance
of our machine learning algorithms.

One Hot Encoding
The first step in this process was obtaining all of the unique character n-grams from the dataset.
This included all of the unique unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams which were then added to the
feature set. The next step for one hot encoding was the vector creation process which includes
creating two lists, one for each question set, and appending a binary value to each of those lists
based on if an n-gram from our feature set matches something in question one or question two. It
is after the vector creation process where our data is finally ready to be split into both testing and
training data.
Words as a Feature Vector:

The only pre-processing we do here is remove the puncutations.

After this, the vector creation process occurs which largely remains the same as the process used
for n-grams.
Word2Vec:

For the pre-processing for the word2vec model, our data must be converted into

LabeledSentence objects and then the vector dimension space must be defined. The vocabulary is
then created and the word2vec is trained. After this, the vector creation process ensues. We used
500 dimension hidden layer for word2vec model which is embedded later as an input representation.
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Figure 5.3: Results for One Hot Encoding

Figure 5.4: Accuracy Results for Logistic Regression and SVM

5.4.3

Results From Algorithm

Logistic Regression (LR) and SVM models

Figure 8 and 9 shows the result for Logistic

Regression and SVM models using one-hot encoding and word2vec embedding. The result shows
word2vec performs significantly better than one-hot encoding scheme and SVM performs slightly
better than logistic regression.
Neural Networks (NN) All of the neural network models are fed with 500 dimensional word2vec
embedding. The hidden layer size used was 128 units with a batch size of 32 with the model being
trained over 15 epochs. This technique was used using the word2vec model for just words.
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Figure 5.5: Accuracy Results for Different Neural Networks

5.5

Discussions

Various experiments were performed using different models. The lowest accuracy obtained was for
logistic regression using a one-hot encoding. The accuracy was around 0.43 while SVM performed
slightly better at 0.45. The sub-par result was expected as the one-hot encoding is a sparse representation of input and when the feature space is large the input vector becomes very sparse and
it can’t be processed effectively. In our case, using N-grams as features, the feature space size was
1300 and using words as features, the feature space size was around 80000. Hence, the result is
attributed to that. Next, we represented input as word2vec embedding and the result from the
same two models was significantly improved. Word2vec generates a dense representation of input
taking all the context of a given text into consideration. The accuracy for two models was around
0.6 and 0.62. The result from various models using neural networks is shown in figure 10. The
highest accuracy obtained is for the LSTM model. As expected, LSTM model performed better
than other variants of neural networks as they are more suited for sequence data.
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Chapter 6
Self-Evolving Network
So far in our work, we have been talking about deep models that remain fixed during its training,
and inference. Various models we have designed in previous sections to solve the tasks in language
comprehension remain fixed once they are created. Although they can learn to do better with
training, their structures do not change, and their ability to learn reaches a ceiling quickly. There
is very little to suggest that this way of developing fixed models for every particular task leads to
the general AI that the research community in AI is striving towards. A general AI must be more
robust than that and should be able to adapt its structure and objectives to accommodate the new
stimuli and should learn a new task by itself as a reaction to that stimuli. Robust intelligence in
humans was possible only due to the constant evolution of the human brain adapting its size and its
connections. In this chapter, we want to explore the area of neuroevolution or neural architecture
search, where the model architecture constantly adapts and tunes until the optimal performance is
reached. Although we are very far from general AI, we believe this exploration might be a small
step in that direction.

6.1

Background

Deep learning and especially convolutional nets have achieved state of the art results over the
years in various natural language-related and vision-related tasks. As much as this success is due
to the better learning mechanisms and powerful hardware resources, better design of the network
architecture has equally played its part. It is only after the breakthrough in 2012, in an image
classification task by AlexNet[KSH12], the revolution in deep learning and computer vision took
off. It reduced the top 5 test error rate to around 16%, which was quite a remarkable improvement
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over other models that had an error rate of more than 25%. The breakthrough in the result
reported by AlexNet is not due to some novel mathematical innovation. Rather, it combined the
pieces of network units, layers, and learning methods that were already there and designed an
effective network architecture. In the later years, various other models emerged with even better
test error rates for the ImageNet dataset. [ZF14],[SZ14],[SLJ+ 15],[HZRS16] all proposed a better
network design and subsequently reduced the test error rate way lower than that of [KSH12].
[HZRS16] reported that its test error rate on image classification is 3.57%. All these works go
in a direction of searching a learning model configuration that can represent the data better by
either increasing the depth of the model, varying the filter size, proposing a novel way of visualizing
feature maps(deconvolution)[ZF14], or proposing a model which comprises of series of sub-modules
called an inception module[SLJ+ 15].
All these works are essentially performing the search of the optimum network model in the
huge search space of possible network architecture. By network architecture, we mean all the
hyper-parameters, including the layer type, depth of the model, filter size(if conv nets are used),
learning algorithm, activation function, etc. that can be tuned. Hence, the outcome of this search
is determined by the experience and expertise of a human researcher who is empirically trying
out various network layouts. It would make more sense if we could automate this process of
network discovery without the manual aid of human researchers. Using some sensible operators,
the algorithm explores this high dimensional hyper-parameters space. This is one of the motivations
for attempting to evolve the deep models, starting with the primitive configuration and gradually
discovering the models that best represent the task at hand.
Through this research, we attempt to automate the process of network design by the discovery
of the hyperparameters that can be tuned in the network. Doing this, we also make progress
on the promise of neuroevolution. A subfield with AI and ML, neuroevolution is concerned with
simulating an evolutionary process, that resulted in our brains, but inside a computer. In other
words, neuroevolution seeks to develop the means of evolving neural networks through evolutionary
algorithms. In our case, the evolutionary algorithm we use is a genetic algorithm where mutation
and recombination operators work together to evolve the neural networks.
Our contribution through this work is three-fold: First, we present a simple way of encoding
neural networks. Each layer of a network is encoded as a node in the list. As new layers are
added during the course of evolution, a new node is appended to the list. The node contains all
the information specific to a neural network such as, type of layer, type of activation function
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used, size of the filter, stride length, etc. (in case the layer is convolutional). Then we propose
some mutation operators that are applied to the neural networks. Although there is research that
has used mutation to evolve CNN, our objective is to add recombination on top of the mutation
operators to improve the result. Hence, we give our own set of simple mutation operators. Lastly,
we propose our own recombination operators that are applied between two-parent CNN in the hope
of producing an improved child.
Section 6.2 talks about some of the related works in the literature. We will explain briefly the
research that have been done in the field of neuroevolution and then give a brief account specifically
about evolving deep neural networks using some form of genetic operators. In Section 6.3, we
describe our approach and algorithms. In Section 6.4, we describe the experimental setup and
results. We discuss our results in the Discussion section, and we conclude our work in Section 6.6.

6.2

Related Works

There have been numerous research done in the field of neuroevolution. The commencement of
research in neuroevolution happened around 1980s. The first algorithm in the field was developed
as an alternative to the conventional backpropagation algorithm, which was used to train the ANN.
In the earlier systems, the researchers from the neuroevolution community decided themselves on
the architecture of the model: which neurons are connected to which and decided to use just the
evolution to learn the weights of the networks. The evolution process just replaced the Stochastic
Gradient Descent process. This approach came to be known as fixed-topology neuroevolution,
since the architecture remains the same throughout the evolutionary process. This fixed-topology
neuroevolution had a problem in that the genes of evolving ANNs literally encode their weights.
That means they are “born” knowing everything they will ever know and cannot learn anything
further during their ”lifetime.” The models generated by fixed-topology neuroevolution never get
bigger, whereas our brain has evolved into a complex structure from a relatively simpler structure.
As a result, we started to see the experiments that tweak both the topology and weight through
evolution. This is called topology and weight evolving ANNs (TWEANNs). Using this new flexible
approach, evolution can change the architecture (topology) of a parent ANN slightly in its offspring,
such as by adding a new connection or a new neuron.
There were a few problems while trying to evolve network architecture using some form of
evolutionary algorithms. One of them is called “Competing Convention” problem. This problem
means it is hard to combine two-parent ANNs (i.e., to apply recombination) to produce an off42

spring because the different architectural representation of two parents might represent the same
functionality. There is no way to distinguish their functionality based on their architecture. Hence,
if we apply recombination between the parents with different architectures but same functionality,
we might lose some valuable information. Another problem is the tendency for new architectures
to go extinct from the evolving population just because they have lower fitness values than others
but could have performed better later.
By trying to overcome such problems, Stanley et al.[SM02], proposed a method of evolving
network topologies called NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT). They claim their
method outperformed the best fixed-topology method on a challenging benchmark reinforcement
learning task at that time. The increased efficiency is due to (1) employing a principled method of
recombination of different topologies, (2) protecting structural innovation using speciation, and (3)
incrementally growing from minimal structure. Despite the fact that NEAT obtained an outstanding result, it employed direct encoding as a way to encode all the connections in its model. This
means every connection has to be described by a separate gene in the genome. It is inapplicable
where the network connections are in millions or even in billions. This problem paved the way for
indirect encoding, where the number of genes can be much fewer than the number of connections.
One of the most popular indirect encodings that was developed is called “compositional pattern
producing networks”(CPNN)[Sta07]. This research was motivated by the fact that natural DNA
can encode complexity on an enormous scale. Researchers tried to achieve the same representational
efficiency in computers by implementing “developmental encoding” [BK, HP02, SM03]. Developmental encodings are concerned with mapping the genotype to the phenotype through a process of
growth from a small starting point to a mature form. CPNN use this approach. Using the CPNN
encoding, [SDG09] proposed a new method called Hypercube-Based Indirect Encoding for Evolving
Large-Scale Neural Networks(HyperNEAT). Applying the CPNN encoding, connectivity patterns
with symmetries and repeating motifs are produced by HyperNeat by interpreting spatial patterns
generated within a hypercube as connectivity patterns in a lower-dimensional space.
With the success of deep learning due to an advancement in hardware resources, attention has
been shifted to use this powerful hardware to evolve deep neural networks. One of such research
is done by Google Brain. In their research, “Large-Scale Evolution of Image Classifiers”[RMS+ 17],
they try to evolve convolutional neural networks in hope of achieving comparable results in the
image classification task. They evolve the CNN starting with the simple structure(a 1-layer deep
CNN) with the help of several mutation operators, like inserting a convolutional layer, removing
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a convolutional layer, altering the learning rate, resetting the weights, altering the filter size, etc.
They have shown that, given significant computational resources, it is possible to evolve models
with accuracy within the range of state of the art results.
Another research that is concerned with evolving deep neural networks is called CoDeepNEAT[MLM+ 19].
It extends the existing neuroevolution methods to topology, components, and hyperparameters,
such as NEAT, to achieve results comparable to best human designs in common and standard tasks
of object recognition and language modeling. Another research that applies evolution strategies
for reinforcement learning is done in [SHC+ 17]. They explore the use of Evolution Strategies(ES),
as an alternative to popular MDP-based RL techniques as Q-learning and Policy Gradients. Experiments performed on MuJoCo and Atari has demonstrated that ES can be used effectively with
good scalability.
There are some other research that have applied mutation for evolving networks in reinforcement
learning. [LCCS18b] has developed a family of safe mutation (SM) operators. Safe mutation
operators should be able to change themselves by a degree that does not vary the behavior of the
network too much but should help positively for further exploration. Similarly, [SMC+ 17] uses the
genetic algorithm to train a deep neural network for reinforcement learning to the models with over
4 millions free parameters. It shows that this gradient-free, simple approach can be an alternative
to our conventional gradient-based training with very good performance of hard RL problems,
including Atari and humanoid locomotion. [ZCS17] explores this area of concern and develops
stochastic gradient descent based proxy that accurately predicts the performance of different ES
population sizes. [LCCS18a] shows that the ES that have performed well in challenging deep
reinforcement learning are more than just a traditional finite-difference approximator. [CMS+ 18]
performs research on improving exploration in evolution strategies for deep reinforcement learning
via a population of novelty-seeking agents.
There are few attempts at evolving unsupervised deep neural networks compared to supervised
deep learning. One of such attempts is done in [SYY18]. It evolves unsupervised networks by
incorporating a local search strategy to improve the performance. [BWTS09, JZS15, BGNR16],
and [ZL16] are the other works of neuroevolution on reinforcement learning and LSTM structure,
respectively. One related work that uses CNN is [SV16].
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6.3

Proposed Approach

We employ a sort of genetic algorithm in combination with the common gradient descent algorithm
used to train a neural network. Genetic algorithm is used to continuously evolve the network
architecture, while the evolved networks go through gradient descent to learn their parameters. In
this work, we are concerned with evolving convolutional networks and apply them to some image
classification tasks.

6.3.1

Main Idea & the Algorithm

We start with a certain sized population of network models. To let the algorithm discover the
appropriate network structure on itself, we start with very primitive network. Each network model
in a population is called an individual. The initial individual comprises of a single convolutional
layer and an output layer, depending on the type of output we require. For example, if we are
dealing with image classification tasks with 10 output classes, an output layer is a 10 unit softmax
layer. We apply the tournament selection method to select individuals that undergo evolution. The
main idea is to select three individuals from a population and choose the best two models based on
their fitness as parents. The third one is immediately killed. The parents undergo recombination to
produce a child. The newly created child goes through mutation, which gives the novel architecture.
It is then trained with gradient descent for certain steps. After the training, the child is put into
the population and is ready to act as a parent. The idea can be put into an algorithmic way, as
shown in Algorithm 2:
Algorithm 2 Algorithm for evolving convolutional nets to discover appropriate network structure
1: Initialize a population of 50 individuals
2: while individuals are still evolving with better fitness do
3:
Choose 3 individuals randomly
4:
Select best 2 individual based on their fitness as parents and kill the third one
5:
Apply recombination operator to the parents and create a child as a result of recombination
6:
Apply mutation operator on the child
7:
Train the newly created child using gradient descent
8:
Make the child active by inserting it into the population

6.3.2

Encoding of Conv network model

In order to apply the evolutionary operators to the models, they are encoded in a layer-wise fashion.
Each layer is represented as a node in the list.
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Type of layer
Activation
Number of features
Kernel size
Stride length
Input Shape
Number of units
Pool size

Figure 6.1: Encoding of a network layer

• Type of layer: can be one of the convolutional layer, dense layer, or pooling layers
• Activation: type of activation function used in that layer
• Number of features: Applicable only if the layer is convolutional.
• Kernel size: applicable only if the layer is convolutional. The size of filter(kernel) to be used
• Stride length: applicable only if the layer is convolutional.
• Input shape: the shape of input to be used.
• Number of units: applicable only if the layer is dense. The number of neurons to be used in
the layer.
• Pool size: applicable only if it is the pooling layer.

6.3.3

Recombination

Integrating recombination with mutation effectively is a challenging task. Above, we talked about
how competing conventions problem poses a challenge in identifying a functional unit of neural
networks that can undergo recombination. In our work, instead of identifying a unit of general networks, we are concerned with CNNs only. We propose, “Highest Varying k-Features Recombination
(HVk-FR)” method as a way to recombine the features between parent models.

Highest Varying k-Features Recombination(HVk-FR)
In our proposed method (HVk-FR), we identify the convolution layer filters as a functional unit of
a network that undergoes recombination between parents. The main idea is as follows: Between
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the parents, the model with the highest fitness, say P1 , combines with the lower scoring parent P2
along its convolution filters. The random layer of P1 inherits the k most divergent features from
the same random layer of P2 .
Let P1 has L convolution filters and P2 has M convolution filters at randomly selected ith layer.
To find the most divergent features of P2 , we compare the features of P2 with the representative
feature of P1 instead of comparing with each of the features. We use principal component analysis
(PCA) to find the feature that best represents the ith layer features of P1 in the lower dimension.
We call it P1rep .
P1f e = {f1 , f2 ...fL }L is a L dimensional vector of features.

P1rep = P CA(P1f e )
We obtain a 3-dimensional representative feature P1rep . We now project each of the L features
of P1 on P1rep to obtain L dimensional vector. Each element of this vector is a 3-dimensional
projected vector. We call this vector P1mapped .

P1mapped = P1f e .P1rep
Here, . operator denotes projection operation.
P1mapped = {f1m , f2m , ..., fLm }L
fxm ; x ∈ L is a 3 dimensional vector.
Similarly, we project features of P2 :
P2f e = {g1 , g2 ...gM }M
over P1rep to obtain
P2mapped = P2f e .P1rep
P2mapped = {g1m , g2m , ..., gMm }M
gxm ; x ∈ M is a 3 dimensional vector.
We get the projected vectors P1mapped and P2mapped . Now, for each projected features of P2mapped
we compute the distance with each of the features of P1mapped .

Dist(gxm ) =

L
X
i=1
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gxm − fim

This way we obtain a distance vector Dist where ith element represents the cumulative distance
between tth feature of P2 and all the features of P1 .
Dist = {Dist(g1m ), Dist(g2m ), ..., Dist(gMm )}M
Now, k-highest value in Dist vector represents the k-features in P2 that are most divergent with
the features of P1 . Finally, we select those k-features and combine with the L features of randomly
selected ith layer of P1 . The resulting model after this recombination operation is the model P1 with
L + k features in layer i. This child inherits all the weights of parent P1 except in the recombined
layer i. The motivation behind HVk-FR method is that even the highest performing model can
learn something in terms of features from the other lower performing models.

6.3.4

Mutation

After a child is created as a result of recombination, it goes through mutation to evolve its structure.
The following are the mutation operators the child can undergo:
• Add Convolution: adds a new convolution layer to the existing network.
• Change filter size: changes the size of filter in a convolution layer. The filter size increases or
decreases symmetrically on rows and columns.
• Change Stride length: changes the stride length while doing the convolution.
• Identity: keeps the network as it is.
• Add Dense layer: adds a new dense layer to the existing network.
• Change Activation: changes the activation function among Relu, Sigmoid, etc.

6.3.5

Training Using the Gradient Descent

After a child goes through all the evolutionary operators it is ready to be trained. We train the
child using the normal gradient descent to certain steps based on the target to be learned. After it
is complete, it is put back in the population.
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6.4
6.4.1

Experimental Setup and Result
Initial Encoded Population

We start off with creating an initial pool of a population. As we discussed before, each individual is
encoded as a list of nodes, where each node represents a layer on the model. Initially, we have a pool
of encoded models. To train these populations, we decode the encoded models to the actual models
and pass it to the training module. Our experiment starts with a pool of 50 encoded individuals.
The base model to start the evolution is a 1 layer deep convolutional neural network. The default
number of filters is 4 and the default filter size is (3,3). We start with the stride length of 1. The
activation function for the hidden layer of the base model is RELU, and for the output layer it is
Softmax.

6.4.2

Dataset

We ran our experiment for image classification task using CIFAR-10 dataset. It contains 60,000
32*32 color images in 10 classes with 6,000 images per class. There are 50,000 training images and
10,000 test images. Given the small size of the images, it is relatively easier and faster to train on
this dataset.

6.4.3

Results

We performed various experiments with CIFAR-10 data. First, we ran our experiments using only
the mutation operators to evolve the network. Then, we evolved the network models using recombination over mutation. Figure 6.2 shows the general trend of evolution of models in terms of
accuracy over the increasing generation. We conducted our experiments up to 10 generations of
evolution. We can see in the figure the accuracy of models generally increases as the models are
evolved towards higher generation. All three variants of our experiments (mutation only, mutation+recombination using one filter, mutation+recombination using two filters) display a similar
trend.

6.5

Discussion

Results from our experiments give a strong indication that if given enough time to evolve the
networks, we can find the appropriate network structure with very good accuracy. Our experiments
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Type
Avg. Accuracy
Best Accuracy

Mut only
0.474
0.56

Mut+Rec(1f)
0.462
0.55

Mut+rec(2f)
0.491
0.583

Table 6.1: Average accuracy: Average accuracy of all the network models that are undergoing
evolution at the end of generation 10. Best accuracy: Best accuracy among all the models at the
end of generation 10.

(a) Mutation only

(b) Mutation with recombina- (c) Mutation with recombination using one filters only
tion using two filters only

Figure 6.2: General trend of accuracy with generation
which were run up to ten generations of evolution are a proof of concept for our proposed method.
Figure 6.2a, Figure 6.2b, and Figure 6.2c show that in general, the accuracy of models increases
with generation. In Figure 6.2a and Figure 6.2c we can see the highest performing models have an
accuracy of around 0.60 however from Table 6.1, the best performing model at the end of generation
10 has an accuracy of 0.56 and 0.583 for mutation only and two-filters recombination with mutation,
respectively. That is because, some intermediate generations may produce a network model with
higher accuracy but as they continue to evolve, the models can evolve into bad structure, hence
yielding lower accuracy.
Figure 6.3 compares the average and best accuracy of models across three variations of experiments we conducted. In both the average and the best case, recombination using two filters yields
better accuracy than all others. This verifies that using our method of HVk-FR for recombination
on top of mutation is helpful for efficiently evolving the models.
Table 1 compares the average and best accuracy of three different types of experiment. When
we use recombination with one feature with mutation there is no gain in either the average or the
best accuracy of the models whereas recombining two features with mutation yields better results
than evolving the network using mutation with an accuracy of 0.58.
We have evolved our network models for just ten generations and obtained the better accuracy
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Figure 6.3: Comparisons of average and best accuracy among three experiments

(a) Growth of average accuracy (b) Growth of best accuracy
among models in generation 1,5 among models in generation 1,5
and 10
and 10

Figure 6.4: The accuracy of models monotonously increase when recombination is used with 2 filters
and when only mutation is used. However, using recombination always yields higher accuracy than
just using mutation.
with the combination of mutation and recombination with two filters. We claim, as we go on
evolving the models for further generations, the best result is yielded by using the mutation and
k-filters recombination method that we proposed. Figure 6.4 supports our claim. Figure 6.4a
and Figure 6.4b show the average and best accuracy of the model. In generation 1, we start
our experiments with almost the same accuracy of models. When we reach generation 5, twofilters recombination with mutation takes a lead over mutation only, and the trend continues until
generation 10. Hence, we can extrapolate this result and claim that the state of the art result for
the CIFAR-10 dataset will be obtained by further evolving networks using k-filters recombination
with the mutation. Using furthermore filters for recombination may produce an even better result,
however, that test hasn’t been done. Using one-filter HVk-FR did not improve the result but twofilters did. Thus, we can project that more than two-filter recombination may produce a higher
accuracy.
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6.6

Conclusion

In this work, we explored the area of neuroevolution where instead of hard coding a network
architecture, an optimum hyperparameters of the network are searched using some form of evolution
strategies. In particular, we employed a genetic algorithm developing a series of mutation and
recombination operators and used them to evolve the network structure. To do this, we established
a network encoding where each node represents a network layer. The phenotype of the networks can
be easily obtained from the values of a genotype. We then proposed a series of mutation operators
to act on a network model to improve it. Our major contribution lies in proposing the HVk-FR
method for recombination. To the best of our knowledge, there are no other works that have
reported the positive application of mutation and recombination together while evolving CNNs.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and future works
Through this work, we explored the various areas of deep learning. The first couple of chapters laid
the foundations to better understand our work. In those chapters, we talked about the problems
we will be tackling throughout the work and discussed their significance. On the way, we shed light
on the history of natural language processing to show how the field is shaped to its current state.
Since a major proportion of our effort was spent on NLP, we thought that discussion helps orient
the readers to better understand our work. Then, in chapter 2, we discussed in detail the major
tools and algorithms, the research community in NLP and artificial intelligence, in general, have
been using. That discussion further prepared the readers for the chapters to follow because those
algorithms and techniques have become so ubiquitous and fundamentals, we don’t really introduce
them later.
Starting from chapter 3, we discussed a few of the tasks in language comprehension. Particularly,
we dived deep into the problems of sentence pair modeling. Chapter 3 in particular, talked about the
problem of question generation. We proposed a new variation of the problem and name it “question
generation with masked target answer” and showed why solving that problem is significant. The
takeaways from chapter 3 can be summarized in the following points:
• Introduction of a new task in question generation and its significance.
• A way to leverage the additional information about the text like POS and NER tags through
the joint training scheme.
• A baseline results for our new task.
Chapter 4 then follows the discussion from the previous chapter and analyses why the model
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performance for our variant of a task is not up to par and claims one of the major reasons is
the lack of a specialized dataset. Hence, in this chapter, we introduced a new large-scale dataset
“askQ” for “question generation with masked target answer” and question generation in general.
The following points summarizes the takeaways from this chapter:
• A new dataset specially built for the task of question generation is needed.
• A large-scale dataset of over 50,000 datapoints is introduced.
• The dataset can be used to train the models for various related tasks including key phrase
identification and question generation.
• A baseline results for the new dataset.
Next, we turned our attention to another task called “paraphrase identification” which is one
of the major problems in natural language processing. We reviewed the literature and analyzed
the previous works in this domain and presented several experiments to show how the different
models can be used for the task. We started with the basic logistic regression model and built
on that to propose an LSTM-based model for paraphrase identification. All these works on the
problems of natural language processing are based on fixed machine learning models. Once, we
design a model for the particular task its structure doesn’t change and can only learn through
training based on the existing structure. However, such models can be very good at solving a
unique task however they can not be extended for other tasks. There is a very heavy argument
that the general intelligence we are all seeking can’t be achieved through this approach. Hence,
in chapter 6, we try to look into a different approach called neuroevolution which can be loosely
termed as network architecture search. There we create self-evolving networks taking inspiration
from natural evolution. The network evolves through mutation and recombination. We formulated
our own recombination algorithm and used it in addition to the mutation operators to grow the
model towards the optimal path. Although we were a long way towards getting an ideal evolved
model, our experiment showed our approach is on the right path.
Through this work, we believe we made a concrete step towards pushing the boundary of the
aforementioned fields, however, our work is nowhere near saturation and there are lots of work
to be done still. In question generation, generating deep questions is one of the topics yet to be
explored. All the works we did were for generating shallow or factoid questions. Developing models
that can generate analytical questions can be a task for the future. In the area of neuroevolution
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or network architecture search, we presented a proof of concept for the evolving networks using
mutation on top of recombination. Allowing the models to evolve through further generations to
achieve state-of-the-art results can be another work for the future.
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